background, but some singers of those genres incorporated classical rāgas and techniques. We see ecstatic men moving to music in a dark hall and are told that each shrine in Sindh has distinctive music today.
But the musical interest of at least some of the youth turned Westward, due in part to MTV. Th e scene shift s to the oasislike National College of Arts in Lahore and the broader contemporary scene. Young men are playing rock music on guitars and sitars, but singing in Urdu. "We don't have a competitive (musical) product to sell the next generation, " says the forceful Raza Kazim, but it appears that one might be evolving. (Kazim also makes the provocative comment that before HMV started its recording company in Dum Dum circa 1900, " . . . there was no concept of solo. Th ere was no such thing as solo instrumental music. ") But other commentators look for the positive in the contemporary mix of Western pop and classical music. We see a bit of a classical concert performance by the vocalist Naseeruddin Sami in Karachi, apropos of what is not clear, along with a glimpse of a gift ed boy, Sijjal Ali, singing in a class with Fateh Ali Khan.
Th e video frequently refers to India. Kazim (whose development of a kind of vina receives a bit too much play relative to its importance in Pakistani music) gets in some digs at the music policies of the government of India, but a portion of the video emphasizes India-Pakistan unity. We see still photos of Indian and Pakistani soldiers holding their fl ags together. Badruzzaman talks of his visits to perform in India. And there is an overlong sequence in which an interview with Aliya Rashid alternates with singing of what is apparently Indian fi lm music by nonprofessional singers in Karachi at their association's meeting. Aliya Rashid is a young, nonvegetarian blind woman who left Lahore to study classical singing with the Jain, vegetarian Gundecha Brothers in India in whose home she stayed.
It wouldn't be fair to complain about the brevity of classical performance segments in an introductory/survey video like this. I hope that the fi lmmaker has some complete performance pieces on tape that we can look forward to seeing. Th is video is recommended to anyone interested in "Hindustani" classical music or Pakistani culture.
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